
Welcome to UMEs 2019 AFR and Faculty Reporting Training presentation
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This training presentation has 2 objectives:

First that all UME faculty understand what materials, in their appropriate format, are 
expected to be submitted by Jan 15 2020.

And secondly, that UMEs T&TK Faculty understand the UMD reporting requirements 
that are due by March 13, 2020.
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This year UME has implemented a few changes in our AFR process as it 
pertains to the materials that faculty will submit on Jan 15th 2020.   Rest 
assured, none of the AFR materials are new – they are just a bit modified.  

I will start with explaining each change and then show a few examples of 
modifications.

So let’s start with the CV.
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In response to faculty complaints, UME will not longer require faculty to 
maintain 2 different CVs

Historically UME asked faculty who were in a promotion track to maintain 2 
different CVs – one for their annual reviews – known as their AFR CV  - and 
one for their promotion dossier – known as their APT CV.
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Both CVs required the use the University’s official CV Template – the 
difference between the two templates was that the AFR CV template had an 
additional set of headings in the scholarship section that allowed faculty to 
document works in progress or under review.
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The biggest difference between the 2 CVs was the amount of information 
faculty put into the documents.

The AFR CVs allowed faculty to report all sorts of misc information about their 
citations and teaching programs – often they were very narrative and 
qualitative in nature.

The APT CV is a much more streamlined and concise document that is more 
quantitative in nature.

I want to clarify that the use of the words qualitative and quantitative are being 
used to describe how we document our work – not describe the type of 
research we do 
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So the change for 2019 – the AFR CV no longer exists and the APT CV is now 
called your UMD CV – which is more appropriate, since this is actually the CV 
that is required of both TTK and PTK faculty for promotion.  
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Now that we understand the CV changes – you might be wondering what to do 
with all the details from the old AFR CV – you may be questioning how your 
Program leader will know the specifics around your 2019 work and your works 
in progress.
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This materials will now go into your annual faculty self-evaluation.  This revised 
document can be found on UMEAnswers.

First and most noticeable – the document has been converted from a 
landscape format to a portrait format.
Please be sure to read the instructions on the first page to familiarize yourself 
with what is expected in this document.

Before we move on to a brief review each of the 4 major sections with 
examples, it should be stressed that the Faculty Self-evaluation is an important 
piece of your Annual Review – it gives you the opportunity to highlight your 
work and accomplishments.   Use this document to remind your Program 
Leader of conversations you have had over the past year about your 
programming or other items – do not assume they will remember your 
successes, issues or any other nuances of your position and/or situation – PLs 
manage a lot of faculty – help yourself by helping them.
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Your self-evaluation starts with an assessment of the  scholarship section of 
your CV
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In the first part of the scholarship section you may choose to summarize your 
work – how many grants did you have funded, what was the total of those 
grants, how many publications did you have published?  How any peer 
reviewed presentations did you do?  Take the time to highlight and expand on 
a few of your more notable citations.
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The second part of the scholarship section is new – this is the section where 
you will document those scholarly items you are currently working on or are in 
submission – these items would not show up in your CV b/c they are not yet 
”complete”. 

Additionally, if within the same the same calendar year you submitted a grant, 
paper or presentation that was not accepted you may also choose to share 
that information with your PL.
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The last part of this section, which is also the last part of each of the 4 sections 
asks you to reflect on challenges you may have had and how you handled 
those challenges.  This is a good opportunity to explain why you may not have 
accomplished something you hoped to or had documented in your IEP
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Before we move on to the teaching section of the Faculty self-evaluation - let’s go 
through a scholarship example moving from our old way of reporting to our new way 
of reporting.   Given the restrictions of time and space the examples presented here 
are simple and abbreviated.  The presenter has also taken some liberties with the 
materials, modifying and adding information as needed to make a point.
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The example being presented is that of an Agricultural Agent.    And for our purposes 
lets assume that this represents all the scholarly active this faculty member has had 
during 2019.

In our old system of reporting we would highlight the current citation and perhaps 
add a some descriptions with those citations 
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In our new system of reporting – all the details are removed form the CV
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This resulting UMD CV is more streamlined.

Please note – that the faculty member will still highlight their 2019 accomplishments 
in yellow.
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Now let’s look take a look at how our Ag Agent would go about documenting his 
scholarly accomplishments on the Faculty self-evaluation.

Recall that in the first part of this section you will summarize and possibly expand on 
your accomplishments.

In our example  - within the  2019 Significant accomplishments section our Ag agent 
decided to:

• simply summarizes the number of different type of scholarly works he had done 
along with some other metrics he had collected

• And took advantage to put more details down about the grant awards he had 
during 2019
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In the second part of the scholarships section our Ag Agent details his scholarly work 
that had not yet been completed or accepted.

Here you will see our Ag Agent has 1 fs in the review process and  2 in development 

He also has 1 grant proposal under review –noting that he has provided his PL with 
exact citation of the proposal  along with some details about the project being 
proposed.

Lastly, he has also provided his PL with some information about a grant proposal that 
he worked on that was not successful.  Although this is not the type of information 
one would ever put on their CV, it is important that your PL to know that you are 
making efforts to bring in resources, and they may be able to provide additional 
support or suggestions.
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Now lets move on to the teaching section of your self-evaluation
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In part one of this section you may want to remind your PL of the number of 
major programs you have and take the time to expand on a few of your 
teaching accomplishments
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Just as in the scholarship section, the second part of the teaching section is 
new – this is the section where you will provide the details  and specifics about 
your 2019 teaching.  This is where the details, details, details, go.
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As discussed earlier – in this last section – document the challenges you faced 
within your teaching programs and describe how did you dealt with them.
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Let’s take go back to our Ag Agent example now to see how our old way of reporting 
translating into our new way of reporting.

Again – for the sake of brevity – we will only be highlighting one of the 9 major 
program areas this fellow programs around.

In our example our Ag Agent has highlighted some mentoring that he has been doing 
this year.

He has also highlighted the Major Programs he has implemented – providing a brief 
Situation statements and objectives for each.  For the 2019 year he has also provided 
updated numbers along with some specifics with his outputs section as well as in his 
outcome and/or impact sections
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Just as we did in the scholarship section – in the UMD CV - all the details are removed 
from the CV
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The removal of the extra details allows the reader to easily see the volume of work 
and impact someone is having in a program area.  
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Now to make sure your PL knows those details – we go back to the faculty 
self-evaluation.

Within the 2019 Significant Accomplishments our Ag Agent 

reminds his PL that he programs in 9 areas

That One of those areas was new for 2019

And provides an aggregated list of impacts for the year.
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In the second part – our Ag agent lists all his specific 2019 teaching details.

As you can see – depending on the level of detail your PL leader expects 
and/or you would like to provide – this section could be become very lengthy.  
If you find that is the case in your situation you can attached a separate 
document listing your specific 2019 teaching outputs.
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The 3rd section – service and outreach – has remained unchanged for 2019
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In part one you may want to summarize your overall service activities and 
highlight some of the details of your service
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Again report any challenges you may have encountered
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The final section, professionalism, has also remained unchanged from past 
years
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In part one you may want highlight your leadership and professionalism within 
your county or cluster as well as within organization.
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And lastly, discuss any challenges you may have had
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The last Part of the self-evaluation allows you to rate yourself and provide any 
other comments you may want to share with your PL
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As stated earlier – take the time to let your PL know your thoughts – the good 
and the bad, the great and the ugly.  Remember your annual review is part of 
your personnel file – so documenting things, especially issues of concern, may 
help you in the long run.
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This year faculty are being asked to download and submit their impact 
statements as a separate document.
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As a quick reminder – you can find you impact statements on UMEAnswers

From the Home page go to 
Program Central click 
Program Reporting and Evaluation

And then enter UMERS system
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Once there – scroll down to the University of Maryland extension report 
system section and click impact statements
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All the impact statements that you have entered will be listed.

To download a report click “ rapid reports”
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On the rapid reports screen

Select “impact statements” from the drop down 
Enter a start date and an end date

Note that these dates correspond to the date you entered in the  “date 
submitted” section of your impact statement.  So if you entered Jan 10 2020 as 
the date submitted for a 2019 impact statement – make sure you include out 
through jan 10 2020 in the report request.

Pick the file format you would like the document downloaded as – A word 
document is recommended as it allows you to have the ability to edit or 
reformat the document.

Lastly hit  “run report”
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Your final report will contain all of your impact statement that have submission 
dates that fall within your request. At this point you may choose to edit any part 
of the document that may need editing prior to your final submission.
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That concludes the discussion on UME mew 2019 AFR reporting materials.

So as a final reminder – ALL UME faculty – T&TK and PTK are to submit their 
UMD CV, FSE and ISR to Dee Dee Allen by Jan 15, 2020
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This Fall The university implemented it’s new faculty reporting system.  For those 
faculty that have been with the university for a number of years – this system 
replaces what was once called our FAR or most recently call Lyterati.
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The new reporting system has been integrated into the reporting system our 
department has already been using for years to submit our IE:Ps, UMERS data and 
Impact statements.  

Faculty are expected to enter the 2019 data from their CVs into this system –
unfortunately there is not a one-to-one correlation b/t the CV template and the data 
entry system – but you can find a cheat sheet on UME’s Faculty-Staff Affairs page.  
You can also find more about the system at the office of faculty affairs website.
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Still have questions – do not hesitate to reach out to your PL, mentor, or myself , 
Jackie Takacs, to have those questions answered.
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